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RETURN FUEL 10 GPH

• Left main goes to left main

• Right main goes to right main

• Auxiliary goes to left main



“20% of all accidents occur in the first year

of aircraft ownership.” – Mastery Flight Training 

“15 to 20 hours of dual in the first 100 hours

in type result in a much lower number of

accidents in the first 100 hours.” – Jeff Edwards





Aircraft Type Clubs
• Groups of owners, often volunteers, who fly a 

particular “type” of airplane

• Generally orientated toward sharing of 
maintenance tips and technical information

• Increasingly, provide collective wisdom for 
flying techniques

• A valuable resource for flight instructors



https://www.eaa.org/eaa/aviation-interests/type-club-coalition
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Questions?



• Referrals to prospective or new owners 

who are seeking the services of a 

knowledgeable C195 instructor.

• There are some CFIs who will travel to a 

remote location to deliver training.

• A syllabus for ground training and 

airwork.

Air Facts Journal photo

International 

Cessna 195 Club



• Flight instructors who specialize in our airplanes. Insurance 

companies require most twin owners to take annual 

recurrent training. 

• Flight Risk Assessment Tool. 

• Currently, we are working to develop a Twin Cessna-

specific Initial Flight Training Syllabus. 

• A Master Aviator Award as well as a Twin Cessna Flyer 

Code of Conduct.

• Several instructors participate in our online member Forum

• A section in our monthly magazine where instructors can 

advertise their services.

Twin Cessna Flyer



• We do not have a formal training structure. 

• Several of our members have LODAs for their EAB 

airplanes and connect with owners and builders via the 

members' forum. 

• The CFIs are long-time instructors with many hours in type 

(Glasair, GlaStar, Sportsman, Symphony) and include a 

former company demo pilot.

Glasair Aircraft 

Owners Association



Make Referrals!



• We have a nationwide network of Instructors using our 

written Pilot Familiarization Program (PFP) syllabus. 

• Grummans have a number of characteristics that deviate 

from techniques learned by pilots typically transitioning 

from Cessna or Piper planes. Safe operation requires a 

thorough checkout by a PFP instructor. 

• Our network is thin in spots and we could certainly use 

additional PFP CFIs in certain regions.

Grumman Club



• A list of Navion qualified CFIs by state on our website 

navionsociety.org. The site is available to the public and is 

handy for new owners that need a Navion

qualified instructor for insurance purposes or flight review.

• We encourage any Navion qualified instructor to add their 

name to our list.

American 

Navon Society



• Supports a program of Lake-Certified CFIs who have 

demonstrated the competence to teach the skills 

necessary to master flying our unique aircraft.

• We welcome any CFI with appropriate experience to join 

"the club."

Lake Amphibian 

Club



• We developed and promote the Falco Flight Training syllabus is for 

Type preservation. There are so few of these aircraft around and no 

more kits to my knowledge are being sold so we want to save those 

that we have by preparing the pilot for the particularities of this type, but 

foremost we want to encourage the survival of the pilot/builder. 

• Though our program is in its infancy, upon request we can send out our 

training guidelines and expectations and provide our builder/pilots with 

personal one-on-one training in their aircraft or another member's 

aircraft. 

• we are in the process of putting together a list of FAA (Falco Aircraft 

Association) approved and experienced instructors. Each instructor will 

have extensive experience in the Falco and knowledge of the airplane 

and follow the Falco F.8L Initial and Recurrent Training Manual 

Falco Aircraft 

Association



• Some insurance underwriters require type experienced 

CFIs which can be hard to find.

• Type clubs are clearly the best way to reach a market, a 

good mix of expertise and word of mouth.

• Type clubs are the epicenter of ongoing learning and 

exchange of knowledge, which is a good place for an 

instructor to be involved.

Cardinal Flyers 

Online



• Published Operational Practices for all of the variants

• Visibility on our website as MMOPA-endorsed CFIs

• For the annual MMOPA Convention:

- Free convention fee

- One free hotel night

- Requested attendance to the CFI Roundtable

• Potential opportunity to train at Safety Standdown

• Free annual MMOPA dues if the CFI endorses 3 new members

Malibu/Mirage 

Owners and Pilots 

Association





• Online Pilot’s Operating Handbooks

• ABS Flight Instructor Academy

• ABS Beechcraft Instructor Crosstalk

• Online Systems, Procedures and 

Techniques course

• Guides to Initial Pilot Checkout

• BPPP Instructor Camp

• Formal instructor accreditation

• ABS Technical Advisors
www.bonanza.org



While we do not have instructors for Citation pilots, we do 

have a wealth of resources on our safety page. These are 

available to anyone and you do not have to be a paid 

member. 

www.citationjetpilots.com/safety

• Standard Operating Practices (SOPs)

• What Good Looks Like Videos

• Videos from our Safety Standdowns

• Right Seat – Quarterly safety newsletter

http://www.citationjetpilots.com/safety




• Pilot’s Operating Handbooks

• Operational best practices

• Flight instructor guidance and 

training

• Type-specific transition checklists

• Flight instructor lists and 

customer referrals

• Aircraft technical advice

How Type Clubs Benefit Flight Instructors



The “Insurance Checkout”

Fly around?

Structured syllabus





Avionics 

checkout
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Save the Date!

Presented by Captain Brian Schiff
Captain for a major airline and NAFI Board Member

Join us for next month’s MentorLIVE, April 158th at 

8:00 p.m. ET 

Fads and Fallicies
Exploring and exploding 

some of aviation’s myths in 

an entertaining style



Thanks for Watching!

Notice:
The National Association of Flight Instructors or Aeronautical Proficiency Training do not provide 
technical or legal advice. Content is for general information  and discussion only, and is not a full 
analysis of the matters presented. The information provided may not be applicable in all situations, 
and participants should always seek specific advice from the Federal Aviation Administration and/or 
appropriate technical and legal experts (including the most current applicable guidelines) before 
taking any action with respect to any  matters discussed herein.


